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a b s t r a c t

The purpose of this study was to assess the relationship between peripheral muscle responses (motor
evoked potentials, MEP) evoked by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) and the early components
of the TMS-evoked EEG response, both of which reflect cortical excitability. Left primary motor cortex
of five healthy volunteers was stimulated with 100% of the motor threshold. The relationship between
MEP amplitudes and the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the N15–P30 complex of the evoked EEG signal was
determined at the single-trial level. MEP and N15–P30 amplitudes were significantly correlated in all five
subjects. The results support the view that the amount of direct activation of neurons in M1 evoked by TMS
affects both subsequent cortical activation and the activation of the target muscle. Cortical excitability
is altered in some neuronal disorders and modulated locally during various tasks. It could thus be used
as a marker of the state of health in many cases and as a method to study brain function. The present
results improve our understanding of the early components of the TMS-evoked EEG signal, which reflect
cortical excitability, and may thus have widespread use in clinical and scientific studies.

© 2010 Elsevier Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

Cortical excitability reflects the state of neurons. It is altered in
many neuronal disorders, such as Alzheimer’s disease [1,7,9,30],
multiple sclerosis [5], and Huntington’s disease [34], and modu-
lated during various tasks [4,11,13,16,17,28]. Thus, it informs us
both about the state of health and about information process-
ing during a task; the excitability of each neuron depends on
its instantaneous membrane potential [20]. Transcranial magnetic
stimulation (TMS) of the primary motor cortex (M1) in com-
bination with electromyographic (EMG) recording of the motor
evoked potential (MEP) in the target muscle has been used to
study corticospinal excitability [2]. Combining TMS with electroen-
cephalography (EEG) has provided an effective tool for studying
cortical excitability [14], allowing one to probe also areas other
than M1 [6,12,22,26,31] and to use stimulation intensities below
the threshold required to activate peripheral muscles [20,21].

In addition to the task-dependent or long-term fluctuations
in cortical excitability, also the spontaneous moment-to-moment
fluctuations are expected to affect the evoked responses. Indeed,
MEPs elicited by identical consecutive stimuli vary largely in
amplitude. Although part of the variability results from varying
synchrony of the descending action potentials [24,32] and spinal
excitability changes, also cortical excitability is believed to play a
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role [18,25,33,38]. It is a reasonable assumption that a stronger ini-
tial TMS-induced excitatory activation of the cortex leads to both
stronger subsequent activation of the cortex and stronger activa-
tion of the target muscle. Thus, a correlation between MEP and
evoked EEG signal can be expected even when stimulation strength
is constant. Paus et al. [29] found a significant correlation between
MEP amplitude and a negative deflection in the TMS-evoked EEG
signal peaking around 100 ms after the pulse (N100), whereas in
a study by Nikulin et al. [28], no relationship between MEP and
N100 was found. However, the early deflections in the evoked EEG
would serve as more direct measures for studying the excitability of
the stimulated area. Particularly, as the conduction time between
the brain and small hand muscles is about 20 ms, in case of M1
hand area stimulation the deflections peaking approximately 40 ms
after the stimulus and later may be affected by the somatosen-
sory feedback resulting from the target muscle activation. Bonato
et al. [3] reported non-significant correlation coefficients r = 0.13
and 0.46 between the average amplitude of MEPs and the average
amplitude of deflections peaking at 18 ms (N15; negativity over the
stimulation site) and 28 ms (P30; widespread positivity), respec-
tively, using the average values of five series of responses of all
the six subjects averaged over trials and channels. To our knowl-
edge, the correlation between MEPs and the early deflections of the
TMS-evoked EEG response has not been studied at the single-trial
level within subjects. Altogether, the early components of the TMS-
evoked EEG response have not been studied extensively, partly
because of the challenges in recording artefact-free signals imme-
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diately after the TMS pulse. The electromagnetic artefact can be
minimized with an EEG system using gain-control and sample-
and-hold circuits [37] or slew-rate-limited amplifiers that do not
become saturated during the pulse [15].

In the present study, we examine the early components of the
TMS-evoked EEG response following M1 stimulation in five sub-
jects. We show that the peak-to-peak amplitude of the N15–P30
complex measured over the stimulated area correlates significantly
with MEP amplitude in all of these subjects at the single-trial level.
The early components of the TMS-evoked EEG provide a way to
assess cortical excitability even at non-motor sites.

We studied five healthy right-handed subjects (females: S1–S3,
aged 24; males: S4–S5, 20 and 24), who gave their written informed
consent before the experiment. The study was approved by the
Ethics Committee of the Helsinki University Central Hospital and
was in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The subjects
sat comfortably on a reclining chair and were instructed to keep
their hands relaxed and eyes open.

The Nexstim eXimia TMS stimulator with its figure-of-8 focal
monophasic coil (loop average diameter 59 mm) and MRI-guided
navigated brain stimulation system eXimia NBS (Nexstim Ltd.,
Helsinki, Finland) were used to deliver and target the stimuli to the
left primary motor cortex. The stimulation location and orientation
(anterior–medial direction, about 45◦ from the midline) were fur-
ther adjusted to produce maximal MEPs from the right abductor
pollicis brevis (APB). A total of 60–100 TMS pulses were delivered
at random 2–3-s intervals at 100% of the resting motor threshold
(RMT; 5/10 responses >50 �V) of the APB. The NBS system tracking
the positions of the coil and the head in real time was used to con-
trol that the coil position was maintained within 2 mm from the
initially defined stimulation site. For subjects S1, S2, and S4, the
deviation was less than 1 mm.

EEG was recorded with a 60-channel TMS-compatible Nexs-
tim eXimia EEG device, which uses sample-and-hold circuits to
block the electromagnetic stimulus artefact. In order to further
increase the quality of the signal, the contacts between the scalp
and the electrodes were carefully prepared; the impedances were
kept below 5 k�. The signal was referenced to an electrode behind
the right ear. The ground electrode was placed over the right cheek
bone. EOG was recorded to monitor eye movements. The signals
were bandpass filtered at 0.1–350 Hz, digitized at 1450 Hz and ana-
lyzed offline.

As the TMS pulse is accompanied with a loud click that pro-
duces an auditory response in the EEG [27,36], the subjects wore
earphones damping external noise and listened to masking white
noise, which was adjusted so that they did not perceive the coil
click. Bone conduction of the sound was reduced with a thin piece
of foam plastic between the coil and the head [26].

The MEPs were recorded from the right APB using a Medtronic
Keypoint EMG device (Medtronic, Inc., Minneapolis, Minnesota,
USA). The electrodes were taped in a muscle-belly–tendon mon-
tage. The ground electrode was placed on the back of the hand. The
analog bandwidth was 0.1–3000 Hz and the signal was digitized at
20 kHz. The voltage resolution was 1 �V.

Offline analysis of the EEG and EMG data was performed using
MATLAB (The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, Massachusetts, USA). The
data were visually inspected; disconnected channels and channels
with visible artefacts were discarded (no more than 4 per subject).
Trials containing blinks, artefacts, or baseline EMG activity reveal-
ing preactivation of the muscle were omitted. For the rest of the
trials (on average, 76) peak-to-peak MEP amplitudes were deter-
mined. The EEG data were zero-phase filtered using a second-order
Butterworth bandpass (2–80 Hz) filter (roll-off 20 dB/dec), result-
ing in a time resolution of about 6 ms, and average-referenced. In
order to determine the average latencies of the early deflections
peaking around 15 and 30 ms after the stimulus (N15 and P30), the

Fig. 1. Grand average potential distributions at the average latencies of N15 and
P30 deflections and the difference between them (P30 minus N15). The electrodes
from which the N15–P30 amplitude was determined are marked with white circles.
The average stimulation site is marked with a white cross.

data were averaged over trials from −100 ms prestimulus to 500 ms
poststimulus. The average latencies at each channel were deter-
mined manually from the averaged responses. The amplitudes of
single filtered and average-referenced EEG trials at these latencies
were determined automatically and the peak-to-peak amplitudes
of the N15–P30 complex were calculated for each trial.

Eight channels (C1, C3, C5, CP1, CP3, CP5, FC1, FC3) were chosen
for further analysis because of their location close to the stimu-
lation site and on the basis of the potential distributions at the
average latencies of N15 and P30 (see electrodes marked with
white circles in Fig. 1). The potential distributions were visualized
by the EEGLAB toolbox [8]. The N15–P30 amplitudes (P30 ampli-
tude minus N15 amplitude) were averaged over these channels.
The use of this differential measure decreases the possible effect
of varying polarization of the electrode–electrolyte interface that
may cause shifts in the baseline of the EEG signal. Visual inspec-
tion of the data revealed that the relationship between MEP and
N15–P30 amplitudes is not linear. Thus a non-parametric measure
of dependency, Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient [35], was
calculated between the single-trial values of the MEP and N15–P30
amplitudes. Instead of testing linear dependency, Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient measures how well a monotonic function
describes the dependency between two variables. To visualize the
relationship between MEP and evoked EEG amplitudes, the EEG
signals were separately averaged over trials corresponding to 1/3
of the smallest and 1/3 of the largest MEPs.

Even though EEG amplifier noise is low, unaveraged EEG traces
are variable as, in addition to the evoked responses, they also reflect
the ongoing activity of the brain. Thus, the observed correlation
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between MEP and EEG responses is lower than the underlying
correlation. However, the amount of these EEG background fluc-
tuations and thus also the correlation coefficient in the absence
of them can be estimated. We assumed that the variance of the
N15–P30 amplitudes (�2

N15–P30) consists of the following uncor-
related components: background fluctuations in the EEG signal
(�2

EEG), variance that is explained by the correlation between MEP
and EEG responses (�2

corr) and the remaining variance (�2
rem):

�2
N15–P30 = �2

EEG + �2
corr + �2

rem. (1)

�2
EEG was estimated from the baseline signals from −250 to

−20 ms with respect to the stimuli separately for each subject.
In order to estimate �2

corr, the variation in N15–P30 amplitudes
that is explained by variation in MEPs needed to be estimated;
this variation cannot be directly deduced from the rank correla-
tions. N15–P30 amplitudes were normally distributed (Lilliefors
test; p > 0.32) and MEP amplitude distribution had its maximum
close to zero (see [25], Fig. 2 for typical MEP amplitude values
at 100% RMT), so the smaller-amplitude MEPs were more numer-
ous than larger-amplitude MEPs. This imbalance between MEP and
N15–P30 amplitude distributions seems to be the reason for the
nonlinearity between MEP and N15–P30 amplitudes. Nevertheless,
MEP ranks and N15–P30 amplitudes seem to be linearly corre-
lated (Pearson’s correlation coefficients: S1: r = 0.30; S2: r = 0.30;
S3: r = 0.31; S4: r = 0.31; S5: r = 0.27). As these correlation coeffi-
cients were similar to the Spearman’s rank correlation coefficients
between MEP and N15–P30 (S1: r = 0.26; S2: r = 0.30; S3: r = 0.30;
S4: r = 0.29; S5: r = 0.29), the best-fitting linear function fcorr describ-
ing the dependency of N15–P30 amplitudes on MEP ranks was
assumed to correspond to the underlying dependency between
MEP and N15–P30 responses. �2

corr was estimated as the variance
of the values of fcorr at each MEP rank. The correlation between MEP
and N15–P30 responses that would be obtained in the absence of
EEG background fluctuations was estimated using simulations. In
each simulation, random normally distributed noise with variance
�2

rem determined from Eq. (1) was added on fcorr. Spearman’s corre-
lation coefficient between MEP ranks and the simulated noisy fcorr

values was determined from each simulation. The correlation in
the absence of EEG background fluctuations was determined from
the distribution of Spearman’s correlation coefficients obtained in
1000 simulations.

To test if baseline EMG activity affected the evoked responses,
Spearman’s correlation coefficient was calculated between the root
mean square EMG activity at −100...0 ms with respect to the stim-
ulus and the MEP as well as the N15–P30 amplitudes. Also the
correlations between MEP and prestimulus spontaneous oscillation
amplitudes at alpha (8–12.5 Hz), low beta (12–15 Hz), midrange-
beta (15–18 Hz), and high-beta (18–30 Hz) ranges were studied at
the single-trial level following the analysis described in Ref. [25].

In line with previous studies [3,10,19,20,26,27,29], deflections
identified as P5, N15, P30, N45, P60, and N100 peaking at 4 ± 1,
17 ± 2, 32 ± 2, 46 ± 2, 65 ± 3, and 103 ± 7 ms, respectively, were
seen in the TMS-evoked EEG responses following left M1 stim-
ulation. Inspection of the unfiltered data (not shown) revealed
that the first component (P5) may partly reflect the electrode
polarization artefact, and was thus not included in the analysis.
Deflections peaking later than about 40 ms after the TMS pulse
might be affected by the somatosensory potentials resulting from
target muscle contraction. Thus, components N15 and P30 were
chosen for further analysis. Grand average potential maps at the
average latencies of the N15 and P30 deflections, as well as the
potential difference map between P30 and N15, are presented in
Fig. 1. The potential topographies of N15 and P30 were similar to
those reported in previous studies [3,14,19,20,29]; the N15 pat-
tern was dipolar with negativity posterior and positivity anterior
to the stimulation site and the P30 potential map had positivity

Fig. 2. Rank correlation between the MEP and the N15–P30 amplitudes (left) and
the EEG responses (±SEM) averaged over trials with 1/3 of the smallest and 1/3 of
the largest MEPs (right) of all subjects (S1–S5). The average latencies of the N15 and
P30 deflections are marked with dots (right). MEPsmall and MEPlarge (on top of the
rank plots) refer to the average amplitude of the 1/3 of the smallest and 1/3 of the
largest MEPs. The differences between some of the small amplitudes fall within the
voltage resolution of the EMG device. Thus, some of the small MEPs share the same
rank. The dotted line indicates stimulus time (t = 0).

over the stimulation site. The difference between N15 and P30 was
thus largest in the electrodes over the stimulation site and slightly
posterior to it.

In all subjects, there was a significant correlation (Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficients: r = 0.26 to 0.30, p < 0.05) between
the amplitudes of MEP and the peak-to-peak amplitudes of the
N15–P30 complex averaged over the chosen channels. The rank
correlation plots and EEG responses averaged over trials with 1/3
of smallest and those with 1/3 of largest MEPs are shown in Fig. 2.

The estimated underlying correlation coefficients between MEP
and N15–P30 responses that would be obtained in the absence of
EEG background fluctuations varied largely. For subject S3, �2

EEG
was larger than �2

N15–P30 so we were unable to estimate the under-
lying correlation. For the other subjects, the correlation coefficients
and 95% confidence intervals were: S1: rmax = 0.92 (0.90–0.95); S2:
rmax = 0.62 (0.48–0.73), S4: rmax = 0.88 (0.82–0.93), S5: rmax = 0.41
(0.23–0.59).
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There was no significant correlation between baseline EMG
activity and MEP amplitudes (r = − 0.26 to 0.17, p > 0.05) or baseline
EMG and N15–P30 amplitudes (r = − 0.17 to 0.11, p > 0.2). Further-
more, no significant correlations were found between spontaneous
oscillations and MEP amplitudes at any of the frequency ranges
(r = − 0.13 to 0.12, p > 0.2).

In each subject, the peak-to-peak amplitude of the N15–P30
complex of the TMS-evoked EEG response following left M1 stim-
ulation correlated significantly with the MEP amplitude recorded
from the right APB. This correlation can be expected: the initial acti-
vation of neurons by TMS varies depending on the state of the cortex
at the time of the stimulus. This leads to trial-to-trial fluctuations in
subsequent cortical activation and MEP amplitude. To our knowl-
edge, the present study is the first one indicating a relationship
between TMS-induced peripheral and cortical activation measured
early after the TMS pulse when the somatosensory feedback from
the target muscle has not had time to reach the cortex.

The large intersubject differences in the estimated underly-
ing correlation coefficients suggest that factors other than the
excitability of the neuronal population controlling APB have a
varying effect on the MEP and EEG responses depending on the sub-
ject or experimental conditions. These factors may include spinal
excitability changes, varying synchrony of action potentials, and
EMG signal noise. If the small stimulation coil movements in these
experiments have a notable effect on the electric field observed
by the target neurons, the coil movements can have one of the
two effects on the correlation coefficients: the coil might move
away from the optimal stimulation site reducing both MEP and EEG
responses, thus increasing the observed correlation. Alternatively,
MEP amplitudes would change along with coil movements while
EEG responses would not if the coil moved towards the representa-
tion area of another muscle; this would result in weaker correlation.
While both scenarios are possible, they are not probable, how-
ever, as coil movements were small (1–2 mm) compared to the
stimulated area (about 1 cm2). Since trials with clearly increased
prestimulus EMG activity were omitted and no relationship was
found between prestimulus EMG and evoked responses, varying
preactivation of the muscle and related spinal excitability changes
are not likely to explain the variability of the responses.

Spontaneous oscillations also reflect cortical excitability. How-
ever, no single-trial correlations between MEP amplitudes and
prestimulus oscillations were found at any frequency range. An
identical result has been discussed thoroughly in Ref. [25].

The N15 component is generated in the ipsilateral premotor cor-
tex [10,23]. The origin of P30 is less clear, but it has been suggested
to reflect activity around ipsilateral sensorimotor/premotor cortex
border [10], in the superior wall of the ipsilateral cingulate gyrus
or supplementary motor area [23], and in the contralateral cortex
[19]. Even though plausibly not reflecting activation in the loca-
tion directly activated by the stimulus, these components may still
inform us about the degree of excitation in M1. With the stim-
ulation coil oriented non-optimally for stimulating M1 (induced
current to posterior-medial direction, 45◦ from the midline), N15
and P30 components were absent, whereas some later components
were still present, suggesting that N15 and P30 reflect activation of
cortical areas following TMS-induced M1 activation [3]. The ampli-
tudes of these components are also increased after 5-Hz rTMS to
M1 inducing long-term potentiation [10].

The present results demonstrate a correlation between MEP and
the early components of the EEG response evoked by TMS at the
single-trial level. As unaveraged EEG traces are very noisy, they can-
not be directly used to study the moment-to-moment fluctuations
in cortical excitability. Nevertheless, in contrast to MEPs, which
reflect corticospinal excitability and are restricted to studying M1,
the early components of the evoked EEG signal reflect the excitabil-
ity of the stimulated cortical area and the secondary areas activated

as a result of the stimulation. The results encourage investigation
of the early components of the TMS-evoked EEG signal also when
stimulating non-motor sites and using intensities below the motor
threshold. This opens up new possibilities to study cortical function
and might prove useful in the diagnosis of neurological diseases.
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